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Since Gov. Walker and the Republicans repealed Wisconsin’s Equal Pay Enforcement
Act in 2011, the gender gap remains at 78 cents on the dollar. Our families and our
economy continue to suffer.

  

  

GREEN BAY - State Senator Dave Hansen (D-Green Bay) released the following statement
Tuesday as we commemorate Equal Pay Day and discuss the state of gender pay equity in
Wisconsin.

  

“Sadly, since Governor Walker and the Republicans took control of state government and
repealed Wisconsin’s Equal Pay Enforcement Act no progress has been made closing the gap
in pay between women and men which remains at 78 cents on the dollar.  In Wisconsin that
amounts to a gap in pay of nearly $11,000 per year or nearly $8 billion for our state economy.
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“When it comes to choosing between the interests of their wealthy friends and the rights ofwomen to earn the same pay as men Governor Walker and the Republicans will always choosetheir wealthy friends.  “They have done so for years when Republicans voted against the historic Equal PayEnforcement Act in 2009 and when they and Governor Walker chose to repeal it in 2011.  “Make no mistake, their actions have had huge consequences for Wisconsin women and theirfamilies.  For example, if the pay gap were closed in Wisconsin thousands of families couldafford nearly 14 more months of child care, 74 more weeks of food and nearly seven moremonths of mortgage and utility payments.*  

“Wisconsin cannot truly succeed if Wisconsin women are not allowed the freedom to pursuetheir jobs and careers and be fairly compensated for their efforts the same as men. Unfortunately, the Governor and too many politicians either do not understand the issue or donot care to do anything about it.  “Time and time again those who are working the hardest and struggling the most have seentheir interests take a backseat to those of corporate interests including being forced to makebillions in cash payments to Chinese conglomerate Foxconn without ever seeing any benefit forthemselves or their families,  Whether it’s equal pay for women, giving billionaires millions in taxcuts at the expense of our veterans or failing to enact any meaningful gun safety measures toprotect our children, Republicans have consistently chosen to side with the wealthy andcorporations over women, working families and the middle class.  “And our families and our economy continue to suffer as a result.”  ******  * From the National Partnership for Women and FamiliesTags: Untagged
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